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STRICTER GUIDELINES IN EFFECT FOR FAILING STUDENTS
Total number of GVSU students earning at
least one grade of "F" or "No Credit":

■ Winter 2011

Number of those students who
received state or federal student aid
WINTER 2011

Number of those students who
received state or federal student aid
FALL 2011
/

Students who do not attend class could have financial aid withdrawn
BY LIZZY BALBOA

retract aid given to those students who do
not participate in their courses.
According to GVSU Institutional Analy
s the United States government con sis, in 2011 1.906 and 1,923 students failed
tinues to struggle with national debt, courses in the winter and fall semesters,
it looks to enforce more prudent respectively. Of those students, 1,496 and
spending policies in all areas, including
1,521 received federal aid during that se
higher education.
mester.
Per federal mandate. Grand Valley State
“Students’ aid can only be retracted if
University and other institutions nationwide they choose to not attend their classes,” said
have been called to more closely monitor Michelle Rhodes, director of Financial Aid
the number of students who receive ‘NC’ or at GVSU. “If they’re getting financial aid
‘F’ grades, fail to participate in their regis the requirement is that they have to attend
tered courses and rely on federal aid. The classes. It’s not really a new policy. So far,
mandate allows the federal government to we’ve followed this policy already. We’re
GVL NEWS EDITOR

A

just choosing to, at Grand Valley, administer
it a little differently than we have.”
Rhodes said the U.S. Department of
Education allows adademic institutions to
enforce the regulations in various ways, but
GVSU implemented a policy that requires
instructors to record students’ last dates of
academic activity.
“We’re just trying to be as specific as we
can about making sure we adjust the aid ap
propriately if needed,” Rhodes said. “We’re
trying to find a better way to make sure that
we’re using financial aid as appropriate.”
Instructors can mark students’ last dates
of academic activity based on physical at

tendance in the class, the taking of a quiz or
exam, submission of a Blackboard assign
ment or other factors that show the student’s
participation.
“The government doesn’t care how regu
larly a student attends class,” Rhodes said.
Registrar Jerry Montag said only the let
ter grade, not the last date of attendance,
will appear on student transcripts.
The regulations for aid withdrawal apply
to all types of financial aid, whether it be
federally or school issued, undergraduate or
graduate, or loans, grants or scholarships.

Benefit ban draws protests

SEE AID, A3
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Action, reaction: Protestors crowded the steps of the Capitol building in Lansing yesterday to
protest the domestic partnership benefits ban passed into law by Gov. Rick Snyder late last month.

GV students, faculty protest domestic partnership benefit ban at state Capitol

Students and faculty
from Grand Valley State
University went to Lansing Wednesday in protest
of Michigan’s domestic
partner benefits ban, which
prohibits all state and city
employers from extending
taxpayer paid health benefits to same-sex and domestic partners.
The bill, sponsored
by Rep. Dave Agema (RGrandville), was signed
into law by Gov. Rick Snyder late last month.
“I delivered a message
to Rep. Agema today,” said
Vince Panozzo, a GVSU

LGBT community. “I told
his intern that I understand
that Michigan Voters decided in 2004 to define
marriage between a man
and a woman, but I did not
understand why he felt it
was necessary to pass legislation to explicitly make
it illegal for state and city
departments to not allow
domestic partnerships for
their employees.”
A
non-profit group
called Affirmations, a metro
Detroit-based community
center for LGBT people and
their allies, organized the
protest through Facebook
with the help from a host
of other LGBT community
centers in Michigan that

senior and member of the

helped sponsor the event.

BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
gvl managing editor

Panozzo said about 130
people attended the rally,
which started at noon, ineluding speakers from the
aforementioned community centers and organizations.
“While the amount of attendees in the rally wasn’t
as large as I had hoped
and expected for, I feel as
though it is only the beginning of a stronger protest in
the months to come,” Panozzosaid.
However,Michigan’s 15
public universities, including GVSU, remain unaffected by the law due to the
constitutional
autonomy
of universities. Likewise,
SEE BENEFITS, A3
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Up, up, up: Higher costs for a variety of everyday items is projected to increase, causing GVSU
students to further tighten their purse strings. Grocery and gas prices have hit students hardest.

Students adjust to higher cost of living
BY KRISY FORCE
GVL STAFF WRITER

As many students moni
tor the flux of gas prices
in and around the state of
Michigan, experts are warn
ing Michiganders to expect
price increases dn other
products as well.
Some Grand Valley State
University students are al
ready aware of these prices
and how it will affect their
cost of living, while others
have yet to be strongly af

fected by them.
“I have noticed increased
prices on basic commodities
such as eggs, milk and toi
let paper,” said senior Matt
Cseter. “Gas prices espe
cially have been on the rise
as of Ipte, though.”
In the face of these ris
ing prices and higher costs
of living, university admin
istrators said they are doing
all that they can to keep the
cost of tuition low and the
quality high.

“The university attempts
to do everything it can to
keep costs as low for stu
dents as we can,” said Bart
Merkle, GVSU dean of stu
dents. “We understand the
financial stress that our state
and other states are experi
encing. I wish I had some
wisdom I could impart that
would be helpful. I know
that everyone is sensitive to
the idea of affordability and
SEE MONEY, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
Nobel Peace Prize winner selected as
Student Scholars Day keynote speaker
Grand Valley State University has announced the key
note speaker for Student Scholars Day in April. Henry
Pollack, co-recipient of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize for his
work on global warming and climate change, will speak
at the 17th-annual SSD dinner on April 11 in the Kirkhof
Center. Pollack won the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize alongside
former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change.
Student Scholars Day is sponsored by the Office of
Undergraduate Research and Scholarship. More than
600 students are expected to showcase their scholar
ship through poster presentations, panel discussions
and presentations, fine arts exhibits and performances.
Registration
for
students
to
present
on
SSD
will
be
available
online
Jan.
30.
For more information on SSD, visit www.gvsu.edu/ssd.

West Michigan film to air on PBS
Locally-produced documentary "Up from the Bottoms:The Search for the American Dream" will air on
PBS television stations nationwide, including Grand
Rapids station WGVU, on Feb. 5 at 8 p.m. for Black
History Month.
The film tells the story of the migration of Af
rican Americans from the rural South to the
North during World War II years and beyond.
National EducationalTelecommunication Association,
Michigan Humanities Council, Alcoa Inc. and Grand
Valley State University all sponsored the The Paul
Robeson Award-winning film.
For more information visit www.upfromthebottoms.com, or call Jim Schaub in the School of Com
munications at 616-331-3633.

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
In a photo caption on the Jan. 16 story "GV
swimmers use 8 new pool records on Senior Day
to defeat Findlay," swimming and diving was
incorrectly identified as an intramural sport.
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Going for Grand: GVSU begins its fifth-annual RecycleMania competition this year, and will face off against other universities in the
state for the title of Grand Champion. GVSU came in second last year in the Grand Champion and Per Capita Classic categories.

GVSU kicks off another year of RecycleMania
BY LIZ GARLICK

on GVSU’s campuses.
“Participating in Re
cycleMania is a way for
students to actively think
about the waste being pro
duced and opportunities for
increasing their recycling
habits as well as reducing
consumption and reusing
items,” said Abbe Forbes,
associate director and finan
cial manager of Housing and
Residence Life.
“(These
goals will) hopefully en
courage long-term aware
ness and positive habits.”
According to the Na
tional Recycling Coalition,
residence and dining halls
are the largest producers of
trash on college campuses,
accounting for between 30
and 70 percent of university
\vaste. Up to 50 percent of
that waste is made of recy
clables.
Forbes agreed that recy
cling begins at home.
“We’ve implemented re
cycling stations in the resi
dences across campus and
have seen an improvement
every year in the quantity
of recycling generated,” she
said. “This year, residents in
Nieroeyer have also imple
mented a composting pro
gram to support the commu
nity garden. The community
councils are trying to expand
this program across campus

GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Vafley State Uni
versity will contend with
other Michigan universities
during their fifth-annual
RecycleMania competition
over a ten-week period this
year.
Steve Leeser, operations
supervisor for Facilities Ser
vices , said GVSU is grouped
with other Michigan univer
sities with more than 20,000
students enrolled, including
Western Michigan Univer
sity, the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan
State University and Central
Michigan University.
Universities compete in a
variety of contests with priz
es awarded to campuses that
collect the largest amount of
recyclables per capita, the
largest amount of total re
cyclables, the least amount
of trash per capita and the
highest recycling rate.
“We are not at a point
where we compete national
ly,” Leeser said, but he said
the university intends to do
so in the future.
Between Jan. 22 and
March 31, students can dis
pose of paper, metal and
cardboard in clearly labeled
recycling bins available at
various residences, academ
ic buildings and cafeterias

with the composting of piz ing to landfills in any dining
location.”
za boxes.”
He added that every
One priority of Recy
one needs to
cleMania
make a con
is to limit
scious effort
food waste
to recycle and
going
to
"Participating in
compost this
landfills so
RecycleMania
year so that
that greater
Grand Valley
is a way for
amounts of
can win the
compost
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Grand Cham
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AID

the rest of the state.”
Stronger protest is justcontinued from A1
on the horizon, as the
members of classified state American Civil Liber
civil service are also not ties Union of Michigan
confined to the terms of filed a federal lawsuit on
the ban, since the consti Jan. 5 asking the court to
tution gives the Michigan strike down the law on the
Civil Service Commission grounds that it is unconsti
responsibility for setting tutional .
“Although justified by
rates of compensation and
regulating all conditions the governor as a cost-cut
of employment in the clas ting measure, the numbers
don’t hold up,” wrote Kary
sified service.
L. Moss,
“The ban
executive
on house
director
hold/part
ner benefits i
of
the
A L C U
does
not
"The ban on
i of Michi
apply
to
household/
gan. in
Michigan’s
partner benefits
a press
public unrelease.
versities or
does not apply
“The re
to Michi
to Michigan's
ality
is
gan’s civil
public
that
the
service em
universities or
legisla
ployees,”
to Michigan's
tion was
said Matt
civil service
McLogan,
intended
employees.
to disen
vice presi
Gov. Snyder
franchise
dent of pub
made this clear
LGBT
lic relations
when he signed
families.
at GVSU.
the benefit ban
When
“Gov. Sny
a
key
der made
legislation last
this clear
policy
month."
priority
when
he
has been
signed the
MATT McLOGAN
to attract
benefit ban
VP OF PUBLIC
legislatop tal
RELATIONS
ent and
tion
last
resources
month.”
to the
Though
state, our
the bill does
elected
not directly
affect faculty members at officials have sent a clear
GVSU, Panozzb said he message that Michigan is
still thinks the ripple effect out of step with the kinds
of the ban should sway of public policies that at
individuals to remain vigi tract talent and grow our
lant about fighting the new economy.”
Colette Seguin Beighly,
law.
“I made a stand to show director of GVSU’s LGBT
Rep. Agema, Gov. Snyder Resource Center, attended
and the rest of our state yesterday’s rally, and said
government that inequal she thinks the protest is a
ity is not something that testament to community.
“Today’s rally was an
Michiganders will put up
with anymore,” Panozzo excellent opportunity for
said. “Even though this students to see a commu
legislation does not af nity response to this anti
fect the staff of GVSU gay legislation,” Seguin
— since universities have Beighly said. “Students
their own constitutions to were able to hear from
protect their employees — LGBT*:leaders around the
this legislation still hurts state as LGBT community
the families of GVSU stu centers organize against
this discriminatory law.”
dents.
“Therefore, this law
managingeditor@
and this rally does affect
lanthorn.com
GVSU’s community and

BENEFITS

continued from A1

However, the extent to which
school-given aid is retracted
depends on the type of aid
awarded, Rhodes said.
“It gets really compli
cated,” she said. "It really
depends on each individual
student’s situation. They
could potentially pass all
their classes except one and
if they chose to stop attend
ing that class or never at
tended it, then we have to
follow the regulations and
make those determinations.”
However, students who
participate in class through
out the semester and still
earn an F or NC grade will
retain their aid, she said.
While GVSU offers an
appeal process for students
concerned about losing
school-issued financial aid,
the .university does not have
the authority to consider ap
peals for federal aid, Rhodes
said.
Fred Antczak, dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, said he has not
seen a serious issue of finan
cial aid abuse among CLAS
students.
“I don’t think it’s a prev
alent concern at Grand Val
ley,” Antczak said. "I think
it’s a national concern.”
The dean said faculty
are sensitive about report
ing their students and do not
wish to do so maliciously.
"We don’t want to ‘rat
out’ our students or any
thing,” he said.
Rhodes agreed that the
university is trying to help
students, not harm them.
“You just have to attend
the courses that you’re reg
istered for and you will have
no issues at all,” Rhodes
said.
For more information,
contact Financial Aid at 6lb331-3234.
news @ lanthorn .com
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Keeping track: Professor Jason Rutter enters grades into Blackboard. Under new mandates for
financial aid awards, professors will be required to track students' last date attending class, and
students who fail to attend class then recieve an F or NC grade could have their aid withdrawn.

—

MONEY

1

continued from A1

we’re working hard to keep
our costs as low as we possi
bly can while still maintain
ing the quality of the Grand
Valley experience.”
While the university is
working to help students,
many students are working
to help themselves by cut
ting back on certain prod
ucts and being more careful
about their spending habits.
“The only things I usu
ally buy are necessities such
as gas and staple goods, but
I am much more consci
entious about using those
products and wasting them,”
Cseter said. “(The prices
will) have a larger affect on
me as l leave college and
enter the work force because
as these commodities rise in
price, so does the basic cost
of living, and if there is not

L

"(The prices will) have a larger effect on me as I leave college
and enter the work force because as these commodities rise
in price so does the basic cost of living, and if there is not an
equal increase in wages, I may not be able to survive..."

„

%

an equal increase in wages 1
may not be able to survive
in whatever city I move to.”
Sophomore Jackie Hejl
said her decision to live off
campus next year has caused
her to look for a second job
and cut back her expenses.
“Now I have to save
more money so I can pay my
bills,” she said. “I try not to
spend unless it’s for some
thing necessary. Plus, when
we chose an apartment for
next year we looked for one
that was on the cheaper end

Individual leases
1, 2 e A bedroom apartments
t town homes
your own private bedroom
I bathroom
washer e dryer In each unit
friendly and professional
management team

MATT CSETER
GVSU SENIOR

of the spectrum and includ
ed as many utilities as pos
sible in the rent price.”
Hejl added that the uni
versity’s free bus system
helps relieve some of the
financial burdens of trans
portation.
“I think that having The
Rapid on campus is an awe
some way for students to
cut back because of the gas
prices that are constantly
going up,” she said.
According to an article
on MLive, prices are not

going to improve anytime
soon, but students can try to
curb costs by using coupons
when shopping and buying
gas early in the week, when
prices tend to be lower.
Merkle said it is impor
tant for students to take ad
vantage of work opportuni
ties and be careful of their
spending.
“I don’t have an easy
fix from a student’s stand
point,” he said. “We are all
in this together.”
kforce @ lanthorn .com
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EDITORIAL

BANNING BENEFITS
The ban on domestic partnership benefits is a discriminatory law that emphasizes bottom line over Ml families
veryone from college students to the
state government are pinching pen
nies these days, but some of these
legislative measures take swats at some of
Michigan’s most vulnerable citizens: the
LGBT community.
On Dec. 22, Michigan Gov. Rick Snyder
signed House Bill 4770, which prohibits
public employers from providing medical or
fringe benefits to same-sex or domestic part
ners with the exception of higher-education
institutions, which operate with constitution
al autonomy, and members classified state
civil service, who, under the constitution are
responsible for setting rates of compensation
and regulating all conditions of employment
in the classified service.
Since the bill was passed, demonstrations
(including Wednesday’s) have been held on
the Lansing Capitol building steps in protest

E

of the domestic partnership benefit ban,
t and their domestic partners who will sub
and the American Civil Liberties Union of
sequently lose their heulth insurance. In the
Michigan has filed a federal lawsuit against
press release, they quote an Ann Arbor Pub
the ban, saying the law was unconstitutional. lic Schools teacher, Peter Ways, who says,
And they’re right, to an extent.
“'This is not about politics or ideology for us.
lliis is about real families who are facing the
Though the governor justified the signing
of the bill as a cost-cutting measure in dire
real consequences of discriminatory laws.
Just like our colleagues whose families will
economic times, it’s pretty clear by any
continue to receive health insurance, we
definition that H .B. 4770 is an act of blatant
want to care for our families.”
discrimination against the LGBT commu
And that’s exactly it. If America is all
nity. However, the Elliot-Larsen Civil Rights
we say it is — equal opportunity, rich with
Act only forbids discrimination based on
diversity and culture — then the rejection
age, race, sex, religion and national origin,
of this law should have been a no-brainer.
leaving LGBT individuals in a legislative
H.B. 4770 is not a step forward; it’s a step
lurch where discrimination, no matter how
backward. It’s a lapse back into the kind of
unjust, is technically legal.
in-the-box thinking that is founded on old
The ACLU issued a press release fol
lowing the signing of the bill to announce
theoretical principles that have very real, tan
the federal lawsuit filed on behalf of the
gible repercussions for the families who fall
schoolteachers, city and county employers,
victim to it’s discrimination.

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

Proponents of the bill have argued that
unmarried straight couples are also ineligible
for partner benefits, but in a state where
same-sex marriage has been constitution
ally banned since 2004, that flimsy excuse
doesn't hold water.
In a nation founded on equality and fair
ness, it seems counter-intuitive for Michigan
to continue on with closed-mindedness,
especially when you consider the rising
generation of young people, who, like their
parents before them, are becoming less tradi
tional and conservative than their grandpar
ents before that.
If Michigan wants to attract more young
people, this is the exact opposite way to go
about it. More often than not, the young
people that they hope to keep in Michigan
won’t be as satisfied with the law as the
conservative lawmakers that endorsed it.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY DAN SILLS

Should same-sex couples get partner
benefits through their employers?
"Absolutely.They should have
the legal right to share and obtain
all the benefits of heterosexual
couples."

JENEA CHESNIC
Junior, health communications
Muskegon, Mich.

"Yes, if the same benefits are
offered to opposite-sex couples,
then it should be the same for
same-sex couples, too."

WAYNE BRACKETT
Sophomore, criminal justice
Grosse Pointe,
*

"Yes, I think so, because if they are
taking the marriage plunge like het
erosexual couples, they should get
the same benefits across the board,
just like heterosexual couples."
KRISTY JACKSON

clsillsCtv lanthorn.com

Get on the 'write' path at GV

Junior, business law
Lansing, Mich

rr
.

’
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"I don't see why not.They are a
couple, so all benefits. Why should
a same-sex couple get denied ben
efits when by definition they are a
couple?The sex of two people in
volved should should not matter."
LAUREN SCHREINER
Senior, nursing
Byron Center, Mich

"If it doesn't matter if the
employee is male of female in
order to receive the benefits, it
shouldn't matter who they chose
to spend the rest of their life with."
ANN DILWORTH
Senior, theater
Howell, Mich.

Hantfjorn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University

BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL COLUMNIST

For your entire life, you
knew exactly what you
wanted to be. Whether it
was doctor or a lawyer or a
candlestick maker, you were
sure of your career pathway .
You expect to feel a wonder
ful satisfaction erf followthrough when you receive
your diploma, signifying that
your dreams as a child are
now fully realized. Go get
’em, tiger — the kid inside
erf you must be so proud.
Unless, of course, that you

get to college and realize that
your aspirations of becoming
a candlestick maker were just
a sham. You didn’t so much
want to be one as much as
you liked the idea of being
one instead. Heck. I’d be
halfway to being a rock star
right now if I didn’t know
that the path was full of
money and groupies.
I call it the Nickelback Plan.
Where do you go from
here, after the disillusion
ment erf your purpose in life?
Play music on the street until
people throw coins at you to
stop? I call it the nickel-back
plan.
Might I suggest the writ
ing major ? I know it sounds
repulsive right now. but hear
me out (or, rather, read me
out — a writing joke!) and
see if I can’t at least plant the

seed in your brain.
Writing is not the most
glamorous or respected
fields on the job market — if
the job market were a mall,
writing would be located
by Spencer’s Gifts and Hot
Topic — but it has some of
the best upsides out there.
To me. being a writer is a lot
like being an athlete: no fixed
hours, unmitigated success
if you are really, really good,
and little kids everywhere
want your autograph.
Not now,Timmy. I’m
working on a column.
It’s something you can
work on at anytime. Think
about other majors. If you
have any down time, it can
be rather difficult to practice
what you are going to school
for. Sure, you can write
lesson plans and research

case precedents, but when it
comes to actually doing what
you really want to do —
teaching children about the
Civil War or performing an
autopsy or teaching children
about performing autopsies
— there is a specific time
and place for that. Parents
don’t want you just talking
to their kid, and cutting up a
body behind a Jimmy Johns
in downtown Grand Rapids
is somehow frowned upon
by the medical community.
Writing can happen
anywhere. All you need is
the drive to keep telling your
story about Baroque com
poser cyborg made out of a
transition metal on a mission
to stop crime forever.
You call it the “NickelBach Plan.”
cslottery@ lanthorn rom
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley 1 .anthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Letters appear as space pennits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I .inthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

Pain, suffering not always bad
The cold fronts began
rolling in around the time we
started studying Buddhism. It
may just be me. but it seems
that with cold weather and
suffering go hand in hand.
It seems that winter is when
relatioaships begin to fall
BY KEVIN VANANTWERPEN
apart, and had news seems all
GVL COLUMNIST
the more abundant
During that semester. I
Nobody likes being in
watched a couple friends go
pain Well, not unless you’re
to war with their significant
just a little bit weird. But
others. There were suicides
have you ever wondered
among acquaintances, people
what life would be like with
I didn't really know but I
out suffering?
knew of. 1 watched from the
I spent some time last
outside as others mourned or
semester in a scriptures as
dealt with the anger. Money
literature class, whid I’ll
was tight. Christmas was
admit, exposed me tc a lot erf
approaching, which meant
philosophical and religious
there was more to do and less
ideas that growing up In a
primarily conservative-Ciiris- time to do it.
And that’s when I started
tian West Michigan allowed.

reading about one of Bud
dhism’s primary goals — the
cessation of suffering. Don’t
get me wrong, there are a
lot of great ideas intertwined
with Buddhism, and I have a
mountain’s worth of respect
for anyone who chooses
to walk that road. But the
semester got me thinking:
what would life be like with
a complete lack of suffering?
I don't know about you,
but I think I'd hate it.
Maybe it’s my Type A
personality, but I consider
suffering a motivator. As
messed up as it may sound,
suffering can provide a
purpose. It gives us a goal
to strive toward. Without
suffering we wouldn’t have
art. We wouldn’t have poetry.
We wouldn’t have a reason

to strive for excellence.
And suffering is at least
a little interesting, right? If
it weren’t possible to make
mistakes or take risks, where
would the excitement be?
Suffering is part of the
elegance of human existence.
We’re amazing creatures
with the capability of falling
down and breaking our noses
on the floor, yet we can still
get up, wipe away the blood,
and keep on moving. The
human being can make awful
mistakes and somehow still
find rcdemplim.
And that’s why I think
pain is beautiful. It’s awful
too. But I think the beauty is
worth the struggle.
kvanantwerpen
@ lanthorn t om
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GVL Andrea Baker

No place like home: Arianna Clark, Kyle Groenink and Cory Domin enjoy downtown Grand Rapids. According to a 2011 report from GVSU, 84 percent of GVSU graduates are employed in Michigan. In
a second report done by Next Generation Consulting, 59 percent of students surveyed said they were considering staying in the state after graduation, while 30 percent were unsure of their plans.

Students contemplate relocation after graduation
Growing numbers of students concerned about job prospects in Michigan, looking elsewhere for employment opportunities
BY ANDREW JUSTUS

ten for greener pastures.
“We feel we can provide
the most help to those stay
. n his eight years with ing in Michigan the most...
the Grand Valley State We try to help students that
University Career Ser leave be prepared too,” he
vices Office, Troy Farley said.
has worked with students
Career Services has
with a diversity of ambi many connections and net
tions. Some want to work working. assets in the state,
in business, sop^e want to Farley said.
work in government, but
Grand Rapids native and
unfortunately for Michigan, 2008 GVSU graduate Bran
a sizeable number of col don Bauer, who earned dual
lege grads just want to work majors in finance and busi
somewhere else.
ness economics, moved to
Their reasons vary from Chicago for a job with the
perceived economic oppor now-defunct National City
tunity, friends and spouses Bank after graduation.
or even disdain of the state’s
. Bauer worked in retail
hectic weather patterns, said development for the bank
Farley, director of the Ca and was one of 20 hired in
reer Services Office. Ac his position out of 2,000
cording to Michigan State applicants. Following PNC
University data, 49 percent Financial Services’ takeover
of that university’s 2007 of National City, Bauer left
graduates departed the mit his job because “it was a

GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

I

big shake-up” with “a lot of
cuts.”
His bank job also left him
unable to afford a house and
at the mercy of the hustle
of the city. Bauer recently
took a job with a corporate
recruiting firm in an effort
to boost his income to bet
ter combat the “crazy cost

of living” but said living
in Chicago still leaves him
missing his family and the
slower pace of life he once
knew in Grand Rapids.
“I saw my friends grow
and flourish in Grand Rap
ids,” he said. “At first I
didn’t give Grand Rapids a
fair chance.”

Farley said GVSU Presi
dent Thomas J. Haas once
called the university “Mich
igan’s brain gain” because
of the success the univer
sity has had keeping gradu
ates in the state compared
to other schools. According
to a 2011 report, 84 percent
of.GVSU graduates are em
ployed in Michigan.
“Experiential education
is key in helping students re
alize that they can find jobs
in Michigan, and allows stu
dents to test drive their ca
reers,” he said.
According to Next Gen
eration Consulting, a Wis
consin firm that specializes
in advising companies and
communities on how to at
tract young people and pro
fessionals, 89 percent of
students said they valued
potential earnings when it
came to where they wanted

to live after college. The data
also showed that 11 percent
of college students thought
Michigan had broad enough
job opportunities for them.
The report said 59 percent
of students were consider
ing staying in the state after
graduation, with 30 percent
unsure of their plans,
Bauer said he misses the
family and community at
mosphere he had taken for
granted in his hometown.
He said he now would like
to look at using his skills
somewhere within Grand
Rapid’s booming health
care industry and hopes to
take advantage of the area’s
lower cost of living and
proximity to his extended
family.
“I’m a big family guy,
I miss being around for
things,” he said.
ossistontnews @ lanthorn rom

GVSU faculty, staff get energy saving incentive
GV partners with West Michigan Environmental Action Council to provide local homeowners with in-home energy saving assessment
BY SAMANTHA BELCHER
GVL STAFF WRITER

Now that winter is in
full swing, the West Michi
gan Environmental Action
Council is partnering with
Grand Valley State Univer
sity to provide local hom
eowners an in-home energy
saving assessment, which
will help conserve energy
and save money on heating
bills.
“The goal is to cut ener
gy bills by 20 percent,” said
Bart Bartels, project manag
er for GVSU’s Sustainable
Community Development
Initiative.
A contractor will assess
homes to determine where
homeowners can save ener
gy. After the assessment, the
contractor will give sugges
tions on how the residents
can reduce their energy
bills, as well as provide en
ergy efficient light bulbs and
faucet heads for homes that
n«ed them.
Selma Tucker, contract
a< ministrator and regional
C4 ordinator for BetterBuildir ;s for Michigan, said the
ir :entive was made possi )le by a nationally com

petitive $30 million federal
grant, which was awarded
to Grand Rapids by the U.S.
Department of Energy.
“Grand Rapids has a
strong commitment to sus
tainability,” said Tucker, a
GVSU alumnus.
He added that BetterBuildings came to GVSU
because it is a leader in sus
tainability.
BetterBuildings intends
for these assessments to
show the people of West
Michigan how to spend less
on their energy bills so they
can spend more on other
items.
“The goal is to build the
energy efficiency market,”
Tucker said, adding that
he hopes to see more than
1,000 GVSU employees
make their homes more ef
ficient.
He advised residents to
start lowering their energy
bills by using programmable
thermostats in their homes
and turning down the tem
perature of hot water heat
ers. Homeowners can also
close vents in unoccupied
rooms and turn of electrical
devices, such as televisions
and lights, when they are

not in use, he said.
For $100, GVSU faculty
and staff members can have
their home assessed by a
private contractor hired by
the city of Grand Rapids
any time between Jan. 18
and May 1. In addition to
the incentive, residents can
send in a $75 rebate after the
assessment.
Homeowners in certain
Grand Rapids communities
such as Oakdale, East Town
and Riverside Park are also
eligible for home assess
ment incentives based on
where they live.
GVSU employees can
sign up for a home assess
ment at www.bbmgr.org or
by contacting Bart Bartels.
Information tables will also
be set up from Jan. 24 to
Feb. 28 on the Allendale and
Pew campuses. Tables will
be at the University Club
on the Pew campus from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. from Jan. 18
through 20. On the Allen
dale campus, tables will be
available on Jan. 23 and 24
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and
on January 25 from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
shelcher@ lanthorn .com

uouresiy rnoio / www.gvsu.oau

Reduce, reuse, recycle: Bart Bartels (pictured), project manager for GVSU’s Sustainable
Community Development Initiative, said he hopes to cut his energy bills by 20 percent
following the partnership between the West Michigan Environmental Action Council and GVSU.
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"The goal is to build the energy efficiency market.'
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SHORTS
Laker alums run
in Olympic trials
Two former Grand Val
ley State University run
ners took part in the U.S.
Olympic Trials Marathon
in Texas on Saturday.
Jeannette Seckinger
Faber, a 2001 Great Lakes
All-Region cross country
runner for the Lakers, fin
ished the marathon in two
hours, 36 minutes and 50
seconds. A member of
the Boston Athletic As
sociation, Faber finished
the race a little over 10
minutes behind the three
competitors who quali
fied for the 2012 summer
Olympics.
Adrian Chouinard, a
member of the GVSU
women's cross country
team that won GLIAC and
Midwest Regional titles
in 2004, completed the
marathon in 2:44.06.
To be eligible for the
Olympic Trials, Faber and
Seckinger met qualify
ing marks at the Chicago
Marathon in October.

Swimmers sweep
GLIAC awards
While their team's
success in the water has
been well documented
this season, the individu
al efforts of seniors Carley
Bush and David Hayhow
have been as well. The
swimmers were named
men's and women's GLI
AC Swimming and Diving
athletes of the week.
Bush, who led the
women's team to a victo
ry over the University of
Findlay, set two records
en route to the league
honor. Her 10:16.22 in the
100-yard freestyle broke
the previous pool record
by close to six seconds,
while her 2:06.49 in the
200-yard fly was also a
record.
Hayhow also had quite
the weekend in his team's
victory over Findlay. The
senior set a new record
in the 1000-yard freestyle
with a time of 9:30.26,
bettering the old record
by nearly two seconds.
The team will return
to the pool on Friday at
Hope College.

schedule

GVL Archive

Traveling team: Sophomore infielder Giancarlo Brugnoni goes up to
bat and prepares to catch during previous games Brugnoni and his
teammates traveled to Cuba for a week earlier this month.

Lakers experience baseball from another perspective during Cuba trip
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

'he game of baseball
has long been con
sidered the American
pastime, but its popular
ity has surged throughout
the world — specifically in
Central America and the Ca
ribbean.
That same game of base
ball has had quite the year
here at Grand Valley State
University. On top of a 52-5
regular season and a trip
to the NCAA Division II
Baseball Championship, the
GVSU baseball team recent
ly experienced their game
on entirely foreign soil.
Cuban soil, to be exact.
After visiting the island
in November 2010, head
coach Steve Lyon organized
a trip for his team to travel
to the Caribbean island ear
lier this month, and they did
just that from Jan. 3 to Jan.
9, spending a week in the
Cuban capital of Havana
playing baseball and experi
encing a culture many have

T!

never experienced.
“To experience another
country and see the passion
that the Cubans have for the
game of baseball is some
thing we wanted our guys
too see,” said Lyons, who
first visited the island with
Grand Rapids area group
First-Hand Aid. “We also
wanted them to see another
culture. They’re a commu
nist country and here we’re
a democratic country, and
what I wanted to do was
have our guys experience a
different culture.”
That cultural experience
was something that gave
players and coach alike a
rare opportunity to experi
ence something both social
ly and in a way, athletically
with baseball.
“From a personal stand
point I think we all got an
appreciation of what we
have here,” said freshman
infielder Kevin Zak. “We
saw the other end of the
spectrum in terms of pover
ty and how little they have.
It’s a different way of life

success lacking, the games
manship and passion the
Cuban players showed to
ward the game of baseball,
and the Lakers, was some
thing that made an impres
sion on the team.
“The people were really
friendly. I thought they were
going to be hostile towards
Americans but to be hon
est they really weren’t,”
Rademacher said. “They
cheered for baseball in gen
eral, not necessarily Cuba.
That’s all they do, play
baseball, and they really
don’t have any other jobs.
They just wanted to see
good baseball.”
From the on-field aspect
to the off-field experience of
exploring the foreign nation
as a team, Lyon feels the trip
did its job in making an im
pact on his players.
“I think, like I said, it
gives them a better under
standing of the world, as
opposed to our little piece
of the world here in West
Michigan,” Lyons said. “It
gave them a better under

standing that there are other
countries all over the world,
and yet the people are the,
same. The people in Cuba,
are great, but everything
we went through — playing
games, having dinner with
the Cuban people — they
saw that these people are '
really the same as Ameri
cans.”
Due to financing, a re-.
turn to Cuba is unlikely for;
GVSU, but Lyon has said he
hopes the trip has made an
impact that goes beyond his
team looking forward.
“Some “df" the Cuban'
baseball officials and some'
of the newspaper people
that we ran into asked us,
‘Are you coming back next
year?”’ Lyon said. “It’s
probably once in a lifetime
for us, but hopefully it might
open up the doors for other
teams to make that trip be
cause it really is beneficial
for the team, the university
and the student athletes ...
We’re just glad we’ve had
the chance to do it once.”
sports @ lanthorn .com

| Crawford leads team as sole senior
BY STEPHANIE DEIBLE

W. BASKETBALL
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Thursday at Northern
Mich., 5:30 p.m.
Saturday at MichiganTech,
1 p.m.

M. BASKETBALL
Thursday at Northern
Mich., 7:30 p.m.

Saturday at MichiganTech,
3 p.m.

M. TRACK AND
FIELD
Friday Mike Lints Open,
3 p.m.

W. TRACK AND
FIELD
Friday Mike Lints Open,
3 p.m.

M. SWIMMING
Friday at Hope, 5 p.m.
Saturday at Indianapolis,
1 p.m.

W. SWIMMING
Friday at Hope, 5 p.m.
Saturday at Indianapolis,
1 p.m.

and it’s pretty eye opening
for us.”
While the trip was filled
with cultural interaction
with the Cuban people, the
experience the team gained
while on the field was also
a positive.
Playing against the top
players from 18 to 22 years
old that Cuba had to offer,
the teams faced off in three
games. Despite acknowl
edging that they weren’t in
mid-season form, the Lakers
competed with their Cuban
all-star counterparts, albeit
coming home winless after
falling 8-5, 13-5 and 4-3 in
10 innings.
“Their hitters were su
per aggressive, that was
their approach at the plate,”
said senior pitcher Cory
Rademacher. “I’m a pitch
er, so they were swinging
at a lot of first pitches and
I wasn’t really expecting
that. It’s basically the same
style, but I’d compare them
to a really good Division II
World Series team.”
Even with the on-field

*
GVL / Robert Mathew*

Dedeion maker Senior Kara Crawford looks to make a move during
a recent game. As the only senior left on roster, Crawford will look
to lead the Lakers in the remainder of the conference season.

Facing adversity this sea
son, the Grand Valley State
University women’s basketball
team is calling upon the leader
ship of fifth-year senior Kara
Crawford to help the Lakers
stay focused cm progressing as
a team.
Crawford, who returned
to the court this season after
tearing her ACL a year ago,
has evolved into a leader for
GVSU.
“Kara’s been here for five
years, so she knows a lot and
she’s been through a lot,” said
junior guard Lauren Stodola.
“She’s played in a lot of games,
so on the court she doesn’t real
ly get rattled when things aren’t
going our way.”
The senior forward has
competed in 101 career games,
starting 72 for the Lakers.
“When you have a senior
like Crawford, it’s a great
thing,” said GVSU head coach
Janel Burgess. “She’s been so
focused on making her team
mates better and being a self
less leader.”
Her knowledge and focus
aside, this season has afforded

Crawford with new opportu
nities to work hard and set an
example.
With juniors Alex Stelfox
and Lauren Stodola suffering
mid-season ACL injuries, the
same injury that ended Craw
ford’s season last year, she
hopes to help the duo remain
positive.
“I’ve gone through what
Lauren and Alex are going
through,” Crawford said. “I
think I set a pretty good exam
ple for them. I came back and
worked hard, and it’s good for
them to see it’s just an ACL and
you can accomplish so much
more if you rehab right, stay
focused and stay positive.”
As freshmen Meryl Cripe
and Emily England see in
creased court-time because of
injuries, Burgess said the Lak
ers will look to take advantage
of the composure Crawford
plays with.
“I think she’ll be able to
help a Meryl Cripe or an Em
ily England be a lot more com
posed out there,” she said. “I
think we especially saw that
against Northwood when Alex
went out, she led with extreme
composure and just let the

game come to her.”
With senior point guard
Jasmine Padin suspended for
the remainder of the season,
Crawford remains as the lone
senior on the roster, and con-.
tinues to earn the admiration of
her teammates.
“Off the court everyone on
our team can talk to her about
everything,” Stodola said. “We
all have a lot of respect for her
especially because she worked
so hard to come back.”
With the season’s final
stretch approaching, Crawford
is focused on staying in the mo
ment and contributing when
.
'
she can.
Instead of trying to do much,
Crawford is embracing the op
portunity to help the Lakers im
prove as a ynit together.
"I make sure that everyone
knows they’re important on the
team,” she said. “I think it’s im
portant for everyone to contrib
ute each and every day.”
GVSU will travel to North
ern Michigan University and
Michigan Tech University for
a pair of GLIAC contests this
weekend.
assistantsports@
lanthorn £om
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. Taking the plunge: Grand Valley State University diver Paul Swedenborg flips into the pool
during a competition. Swedenborg is one of five GVSU divers to qualify for the NCAA
National Championships, along with four members of tha women's diving team.

Divers twist, turn on way
to pool, championships
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Try jumping more than
10 feet into the air while
spinning and contorting
your body into different di
rections. At the same time,
. also have the mental disci• pline to perfect your form
mid-air.
1
Oh, and do all of this in
1 less than three seconds.
For the divers on the
' men’s afifPWMWRf'Grand
) Valley ^GHW^^HflWirsity
swimming and diving
teams, it’s like taking a
| walk through the park. The
t team has already managed
to qualify five divers for the
• NCAA National Champi
onships: seniors Karen Ver! brugge and Rachel Strom,
| sophomores Katie Vulpetti
j and Jennifer Root and fresh; man Paul Swedenborg.
For Verbrugge, her suc
cess began at Forest Hills
. Central High School, where
she was a state champion
; and Diver of the Year. That
success has followed her to
GVSU as well, where she
| has made nationals every
; year of her career.
She is also the reigning
three-time individual GLIAC champion in the onemeter dive, and has been
, runner-up in nationals the
; past two years in the same
event.
In a way, Verbrugge has
always been destined to attend
GVSU. It runs in her blood.

“Both of my parents
went to GVSU, and I grew
up going to GVSU football
games,” Verbrugge said.
“So I grew up wanting to
go to GVSU, and it worked
out that I could dive there
and that GVSU had the pro
gram I wanted.”
Verbrugge credits her
coaches for the success
she’s been able to have.
GVSU diving coach Micah
Clack coached Verbrugge
when she w aniflshmtr
and s«|riiorMt-e**fo high
school.
“The coaches are really
helpful,” she said. ‘They
know how to motivate me
and they know what’s best
for us.”
Katie Vulpetti is only a
sophomore, but she has al
ready made a positive im
pact on the program. Vul
petti qualified for nationals
last year as a freshman, and
has already qualified this
year as well.
She hopes to use last
year’s experience in nation
als to help her out the sec
ond time around this year.
“Last year was just a
learning year in general,”
she said. “Learning how to
handle school and diving,
and knowing the difference
between a regular dual meet
and a really big competition
such as nationals is helpful.
It’s really overwhelming,
but in a good way and I now
know what to expect.”
For Verburgge, it’s all

about maintaining disci
pline while in the air to
have a successful dive.
“Having clean lines in
the air while going into
the water is important,”
she said. “You have to
focus on making it look
good throughout the whole —
dive.”
Verbrugge and Vulpetti
both share a common sport
from their past that has
helped them become so
successfiflPin iS^ft^gyifinastics.i*
Btommi +
Verbrugge
practiced
gymnastics for 15 years,
and for Vulpetti, gymnas
tics provided an outlet to
diving.
“I used to be a gymnast,”
Vulpetti said. “My high
school didn’t have a gym
nastics team, so I turned to
diving my freshman year of
high school. It’s common in
diving to see ex-gymnasts
turn to diving because it
helps with being able to flip
and twist, which is a com
mon thing to do in both
sports.”
Head coach Andy Boyce
said he is excited to see
what kind of scores his div
ers can post at nationals.
“Every year Karen’s
been right there,” he said.
“Also with our diving by
Katie, Rachel Jenny, Paul,
we feel like we got a great
group of divers heading into
national championships.”
bderouin @ lanthorn .com
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Take-off: Awaiting an attempt, senior Jocelyn Kuska eyes her upcoming jump.The team's top
competitor in the pole vault, Kuska has already qualified for the National Championships.
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KUKSA SOARS TO TOP
IN POLE VAULT AT GV
had with it and it made me focus more.
Once I started seeing the success I had
within the event, that made me more
n track and field, pole vaulting is an motivated to work harder and specialize in
event where heights must be conquered pole vaulting.”
and human flight is a common
Kuksa is a three-time All-American
occurrence, something Grand Valley in both indoor and outdoor track and
State University senior Jocelyn Kuksa has field and has competed at the National
strived to perfect.
Championships for both since her
“She hasleamedthevaultfromfreshman freshman year. A third place finish in the
year until now,” said Lou Andreadis, 2011 Indoor Championships marks her
women’s track and field assistant coach and best finish.
head pole vault coach. “She understands
“We came in as freshman with a big
the technique and along with that she has group of recruits for pole vault,” said
gotten stronger and
fellow senior polefaster. When you add
vaulter Travis Fisher.
that, it is the part you
“By our senior year,
are looking for to be a
it is just me and her.
successful vaulter.”
She has improved a
With a personal
lot and her technique
record jump of 3.95
has
improved
meters at the 2011
dramatically. She has
the potential to jump
GLIAC
Indoor
a lot higher this year.
Championships,
u
Kuksa has become a
Not only has
key contributor to the
Kuksa grown as an
team. Even with her
athlete in her four
current success, there
years at GVSU, but
was a time where
she has also matured
pole vaulting really
as a person, evident
didn’t get much of
to those close to her.
her attention.
“Of
the
90
“I actually didn’t
women, she is one
like pole vault as
of our three leaders
much in high school
both on and off the
as I do now because
track from working
I
did
300-meter
out to academics to
hurdles,
100-meter
success on the track,”
hurdles
and
the
Andreadis said. “She
4x400-meter relay,
has risen to the top of
which I enjoyed a lot
more at the time,” Kuksa said. “I started our women’s team as an overall leader.”
While the success has always been
gening recruited for pole vaulting and
thought I should take it more seriously. there, Kuksa remains hungry for more in
Ever since I have been here I would her final hurrah as a member of GVSU
track and field.
probably hate to have to run again.”
"I have provisionally qualified for the
However, even as a Laker, pole vault
hasn't always been Kuksa’s lone focus National Championships already so that
when it comes to track and field. She holds is a weight off my back,” Kuksa said.
the GVSU women’s indoor track and field “I want to vault my last year the proper
record in the pentathlon with a score of way because technique is the hardest part.
Placing at Nationals and setting a new
3,218, which she set in 2009.
“I started out and didn’t know if I personal record in my last year are the two
wanted to just do pole vault or if I wanted expectations I have.”
to do other events as well," Kuksa said.
zsepanik @ lanthorn .com
“After my first year, I saw the success I
BY ZACH SEPANIK

GVL STAFF WRITER
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WINNING STREAK UNITES LAKERS
BY JON VAN ZYTVELD
GVL STAFF WRITER

ith the most chal
lenging month of
their season on
the horizon, the Grand Val
ley State University Divi
sion II hockey club’s current
20-game winning streak
has given the team and fans
something the cheer about.
However, these Lak
ers are showing no signs of bonding, and the upper
slowing down.
classmen go out of their way
It’s difficult to analyze to integrate the young guys
exactly which factors help to create a superior team,
to create such a streak or especially during difficult
tight-knit group, but a lot of games.
it boils down to three things
“We have a good mix
the Lakers have seemed to between vets and rookies,”
focus on: leadership, posi said junior defender Craig
tive mentality and passion.
Marrett, who has three goals
“I’ve never been on a and 12 assists this season.
team where we’ve gotten “No one seems out of place,
this many in a row,” said and everyone works as hard
freshman forward Brad Wil as they can. The veterans
helm, who has recorded 15 have done an excellent job
goals and nine assists this pulling - them along and
season. “I think it has a lot showing them the way, and
to do with leadership. Our to their credit, the rookies
older players play really have really stepped up their
well and they show us how game and adapted quite well
to play well. When we see to the team.”
what they do to step up their
The Lakers have rarely
game, it’s easy to follow had a bad game, or even a
their example and go for the bad period within a game,
and this is because of the
win.”
The Lakers have a strong shared mind set that the
sense of camaraderie and team has, particularly when

W

GVL / Robert Mathews

On thick ice: GVSU Senior Ryan Welch (21) gets ready for a face-off.The GVSU Division II club
hockey team will try for their 21 st-straight win this weekend against Ohio State University.

M.

faced with a mistake or a
breakdown.
“Anytime we’ve done a
bad job in a period, we’ve
recovered well,” said se
nior forward Brand Keough,
who has recorded 16 goals
and 12 assists so far. “It just
seems like we all realize our
mistakes and recognize what
we did wrong, so we go out
there and fix them. Paying
attention to details and unit
ing around recovering from
mistakes is a big factor. We
don’t assign blame; we just
focus on solving the prob
lem.”
The Lakers hope to con
tinue their streak this week
end, with home games on
Friday, Satuday and Sunday,
against Ohio State Univer
sity twice, and then Central
Michigan University for the
finale.
jvanzytveld@ lanthorn .com

WRESTLING

Wrestling club looks to shape up heading into mid-season
BY MELANIE HUHN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Gearing up to start the
second half of the season,
the Grand Valley State Universjjjy, pirn’s wrestling ctyjb
is trying to stay strong as
they quickly approach big
matches and stiff competi
tion.
After losing five of their
nine All-Americans from
last season, proving to be
one of the leading factors
in their 3-3 record as a team
this season.
The Lakers are putting in
daily practices week in and
week out in hopes of im
provement before this week
ends match at Alma College
and the National Duals at
the end of the month.
“We need a little bit more
time as a team to sharpen
up,” said junior Carl Worthy.
“Our team is being lead by
freshman and sophomores,
so for the upperclassmen
our practices are more of a
review but for the young
sters it all about the transi
tion from high school to col
lege wrestling.
“As long as we stay
healthy we will have a good
chance against our competi
tion.”
After a few scheduling
conflicts last semester, the
Lakers gained a few wres
tlers this semester from
previous seasons but still
haven’t been able to fill the
missing spots from the grad
uated seniors.
“With the next few meets
coming up we aren’t sure
what to expect from such
young team,” said sopho
more Andy Brown. “Last
year we finished third at the
National Dual meet. This
weekend we will see if we
have a chance to repeat or
even better that .”
Leading the way, sopho
more Matt Morrill has been
the Lakers top team point
leader with 68.40 total in
dividual points, a 10-4 per
sonal record and four pins so
far this season.
“The young ones have
been doing a great job step
ping up this year,” Worthy
said. "These next few week
ends will be a big, big chal
lenge for all of us. This is
definitely the hardest season

we have seen having such a
young team.”
Last weekend, the Lak
ers took down Charles M.
Mott Community College in
a dual meet, winning with a
tegpi^score of 43-^5. They
are hoping they can use the
recent win to take down a
few more competitors in fu
ture big meets.
“For the last 11 years, we
have placed in the top four
at nationals so that will al
ways be our goal to match
even better that,” said senior
Nate Hall, GVSU assistant
coach. “As long as we keep
our guys healthy we should
have no problem being right
there at the top again.”
The Lakers will get back
on the mat this weekend on
Saturday at the Alma Col
lege Open at Alma College.
“We may be young but
we show potential,” Hall
said.
huhn @ lanthorn .com

GVL Archive

Focused: A GVSU wrestler goes to the mat against an Oakland University athlete in a past match.The Lakers (3-3) will wrestle in the Alma
College Open Saturday.The team lost five of their nine All-Americans from last season, a prime factor in their mixed record.
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"The young ones have
been doing a great job
stepping up this year.These
next few weekends will be
a big, big challenge for all
of us.This is definitely the
hardest season we have
seen having such a young
team."

CARL WORTHY
JUNIOR
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR BRIANA DOOLAN

arts@lanthorn.com

GVL / Eric Coutter

Anything but rusty: GVSU professor Austin Bunn holds a copy of his documentary play titled "Rust," which details the real-life events surrounding the 2008 closing of the GM steel stamping plant in
Wyoming, Mich. Bunn used more than two-years worth of interviews in his documentary play, which was printed in the Jan. 8 edition of the NewYorkTimes Magazine and produced by Actors'Theatre.

GVprofessor's play "Rust" printed in NewYorkTimes Magazine
wright’s attempts to understand what hap
pens to the people who make things when
we stop making things,” Bunn said.
he top right comer of the New York
The project lasted more than two years
Times ’ front page famously reads, “All and consisted of interviewing people from
the news that’s fit to print,” and Grand all walks of life with ties to the plant. Man-,
Valley State University assistant professor
agers, employees and even local bartenders
Austin Bunn has been officially deemed were asked to give their personal stories so
fit, as his documentary play was published Bunn could accurately portray the truth on
in the Jan. 8 edition of the New York Times stage. Bunn was assisted through this pro
Magaziney^Wtn t
cess by GVSU graduates James Walsh and
“Rust” is a play documenting the real- Thomas Mervenne. The students actually
life events around the 2008 closing of the appear in the play as a composite character
GM steel stamping plant in Wyoming, named James.
Mich. Bunn’s goal was to capture a glimpse
“An editor from the New York Times read
of what an event like this closing does to a the script and was interested in excerpting
country, state, community and individuals.
it,” Bunn said. “A first for a play in the pag
“More broadly it’s about the transfor es of the New York Times."
mations in the manufacturing industry in
Actors’ Theatre Grand Rapids debuted
Michigan and in America, and a young play “Rust” in September. The play was received
BY CHRIS LAFOY

GVL STAFF WRITER

T

well, and the group is currently organizing a
tour to broaden its audience.
“A magazine like the New York Times
is read by people all over the country,”
said Caitlin Horrocks, writing professor at
GVSU. “Austin’s play could be the very
first time many of those readers have ever
heard of GVSU. I can’t think of a better in
troduction to the great work that’s happen
ing here.”
ov-r.ss
Dan Royer, also a professor of writing at
GVSU, said even though the wide audience
is impressive, the play’s publication vali
dates Michigan’s struggles.
“I’m sure Austin is delighted to share
his work with such a large audience,” Roy
er said. “But all of us — students, faculty
and residents of West Michigan — are all
pleased to have so many people learn about
the struggles of people in our local area that

many know as friends and family.”
Faculty members at GVSU are required
to publish works to be eligible for tenure.
Royer said that while most faculty works
are published in scholarly journals, profes
sors sometimes publish their work through
more public outlets.
“It doesn’t get much more public than the
New York Times Magazine,” he said.
Bunn is currently developing a produc
tion that will debut in New York this spring,
headlined by the star of the “Harry Potter*’
franchise.
“My screenplay ‘Kill Your Darlings’ is
going into production in March in New York
City, starring Daniel RadcliffeBunn said.
“It is a true story about the origins of the
Beat Generation and a murder that changed
all of their lives.”
clafoy@ lanthorn .com

GV theater student named
2012 MacNair Scholar
BY TYLER STEIMLE
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State Uni
versity senior Bridgett Vanderhoof has the fire to light
up her future, and now has
the means to finance it.
Vanderhoof ,a theater ma
jor, was recently chosen as a
2012 MacNair Scholar. The
national program, which is
run by the U.S. Department
of Education, helps students
from disadvantaged back
grounds prepare for doctoral
programs.
After graduation, Van
derhoof plans to pursue a
doctorate degree in theater
studies and teach at a col
lege or university.
“I think one of the most
significant influences on my
life has been the fact that I
grew up in a first generation,
low-income family,” Van
derhoof said. “I have been
working my whole life to
prove myself, and I feel like
I have been accomplishing a
lot at Grand Valley.”
In addition to being
named a MacNair Scholar,
Vanderhoof has received
two consecutive Shake
speare Scholarships, which
honor students who do out
standing work in the drama
department and annual
Shakespeare Festival, in
which Vanderhoof served as
managing director this year.
“(It’s) probably the big

gest responsibility that we
give to students,” said com
munications professor Kar
en Libman. “Bridgett is an
amazingly hard worker. Her
standards are very exacting,
and she expects others to be
as dedicated as she is.”
In 2010, Vanderhoof was
the assistant stage manager
for GVSU productions of
“Rhinoceros” and “Found
ing.”
In 2011, she served as
dramaturge and also played
the role of Acroteleutium
for “The Braggart Soldier.”
Some of her other acting
credits at GVSU include
a role in the ensemble in
2010’s “As You Like It” and
the roles of Helen and Kate
in this year’s Bard to Go, the
university’s touring Shake
speare production, which
travelled to the Bahamas in
the fall.
“I love theatre because
of the ways that it can both
entertain and inform at the
same time,” Vanderhoof
said. “People go to the the
atre not only to be amused,
but (to) experience a form of
art that can be a vehicle for
social change. It has opened
my eyes to how I view and
communicate with other
people.”
Vanderhoof comes to
Allendale from Ludington,
Mich., where she spent
much of her childhood sing
ing in elementary school

choir programs. She became
interested in musical theater
in high school by getting in
volved in show choir. Her
first theater performance
was as a senior in high
school, when she played
Sandy in “Grease.”
“After that show I was
just hungry to work with
theatre more,” Vanderhoof
said.
Vanderhoof keeps busy
at GVSU with minors in
advertising and public rela
tions and English and sev
eral extracurricular commit
ments.
She is the financial of
ficer of GVSU’s chapter of
national theater fraternity
Alpha Psi Omega, serves on
the Honorary/Professional
Funding Board for Student
Life and works in the GVSU
costume shop.
“She has big aspirations
and I have no doubt she will
achieve her dreams,” Libman said.
Vanderhoof’s next role
will be behind the curtain as
the production stage man
ager for GVSU’s upcoming
stage production of “Anto
nia Garcia”.
,
“I love Grand Valley
theater for many reasons,”
Vanderhoof said. “The pro
fessors are not only great at
being teachers, but at being
people that (can) help us fig
ure out our futures.”

tsteimle @ lanthorn x:om

GVL / Eric Couft»r

AH smiles: Bridgett Vanderhoof works on a piece in the Costume Shop, where she is employed.
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Announcements
i

Homecoming 2012 Theme
Competition. Submit your
entries now though January
2 3
at
Qvsu.edu/studentlife/homecoming/ . Student voting for
the top five themes will take
place between January 30
and
February 5.______________
Student Enterprise Associa
tion is a new student organi
zation focused on helping
you create your own busi
ness. 1st meeting Jan 27th in
302C DeVos at 12pm. Web
site: seagv.wordpress.com

Roommates
Female subleaser needed. 48
West. Jan-July. Free rent for
January! Free parking permit!
Rent $420/month. Utilities
shared, fully furnished. Seri
ous inquiries email clemejen@mail.gvsu.edu
or
248-912-8039.

Services
ESL Tutor. I can assist with
pnesentations/speeches,
academic papers, etc. Avail
able evenings and weekends.
E-mail laughing_stream@yahoo.com or Phone at
616-895-1850 (Ask for Tina)
$10/hour.

Employment
Coumnists and Copy Edi
tors WANTED at The Lan
thorn. Pick up applications
in 0051 Kirkhof. E-mail
questions to editorial@lanthorn.com
Part-time Cleaning/Grounds
Join the village at 48west as
a part-time team member!
This position is responsible
for general cleaning and
grounds duties within the
community’s common areas.
SdMKWfo \*iiynclude SptMfn-yi
days. Interested candidates
shflUftfV apply online af
www.ipaliving.com/careers

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal
Company
Job Title: Human Resources
Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Salary: $9/hr.
Search Job ID: 15561049
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in ail areas: Front desk,
Bell Staff,Wait Stuff, Sales
Clerks, Kitchen, Baristas.
Housing, bonus and dis
counted
meals.
(906)-847-7196 www.theislandhouse.com

At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more! Call today for leasing
information 616-895-2400,
48west@48west.info,
www.48west.com
Boltwood
Apartments,
Pet-Friendly, Huge Bed
rooms, & a bus Stop. Leases
start at $395.00 per month.
Call today to schedule a tour.
616-895-5875.
www boltwoodgvsu.com
Campus View, live close to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses
available,
Leases start at $285.00 per
month.
Call
Today!
616-895-6678 or visit
www.campusviewhousing.co

Housing

m

1 roommate needed for
2012-2013 school year at
Hilcrest apts! You will be liv
ing with 3 nice girls, rent is
$3,900 for the year and is
also available for summer.
Utilities are cheap (free water
and parking) For more info
please e-mail Brittany at
cookeb@mail.qvsu.edu,

Roommate wanted 4 bdr/4.5
bath at Cooper Beach. Lease
from May to May at
$375/month plus utilities,
Call/Text 810-347-9555 if in
terested

1134 & 1136 Leonard NW
Upper, 2 Large 2+ Bedroom
Apartments, $500 per month
per unit, Gas & Electric not
included, No Pets.
Call 616-459-3581
3 bedroom Copper Beech
townhouse available for sub
lease (all bedrooms are avail
able) starting immediately af
ter winter semester. Rent is
$435/month plus utilities
(electric). Very own bath
room. For more info tefct/call
734-660-3555.____________
Apartment Rent: 558 Fre
mont NW. 8 blocks to GVSU,
adjacent to 1-196. Large 870
Sq. Ft. Remodeled clean. 2
bedroom, Laundry, Refuse,
Water. See @ rentgr.com
$600/mo. 616-458-1779.

Subleaser Wanted! Copper
Beech. 2 bed/2.5 bath. Rent
is $450 plus electric. Free ca
ble/Internet. Please contact
Mikisha Williams at godsent318@aol.com or call
517-514-2326

Internships
The McCahill Group
Job Title: Wellness Consult
ant Intern (2 positions)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15560759
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Hudsonville Creamery and
Ice Cream Company
Job Title: Marketing, Busi
ness, and Food Marketing In
tern
Location: Detroit & Grand
Rapids
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15560752
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Frederik Meijer Gardens &
Sculpture Park
Job Title: Education Intern
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Unpaid
Search Job ID: 15560701
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

The Stow Company
Job Title: Engineering Intern
Location: Holland, Ml
Search Job ID: 15558671
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

MIGHTYminis

r <■ vriTT

Are you a student looking for
an internship? Contact the
Center for Entrepreneurship
and Innovation to learn more
about our Start-Up Internship
program, cei@qvsu.edu

Perrigo Company
Job Title: Summer 2012 Cor
porate Accounting Internship
Location: Allegan, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15560685
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

YMCA of Greater Grand Rap
ids
Job Title: Multiple Intern Po
sitions
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs/

The Rotary Club of Coopersville
Job Title: Event Intern
Location: Coopersville, Ml
Search Job ID: 15560203
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Follow us,

ttforn

Miscellaneous
Get Caught Promotion. Rules
and Restrictions. Only one
student or faculty is a winner
per issue. Readers will be
chosen at random through
out the week on campus.
The prize awarded is
to-be-determined at random
but may include gift cards,
t-shirts, etc. Winners are re
quested to have their picture
taken and answer some
questions to be published in
the Lanthorn.

Viastore Systems, Inc.
Job Title: Mechanical Engi
neering Co-op,
Electrical (Controls) Engi
neering Co-op, and
Software
Engineering
Co-op
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15559471,
15559473, & 15559480
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousi

ONLY

$10 PER ISSUE
for more information
can 616 331 2484

Opportunities
Bartending. No Experience
Needed. High income
potential. Training courses
available.Call
1-800-965-6520 ext. 226

Course Hero Inc.
Job Title: Business Develop
ment Intern
Location: Allendale, Ml
Salary: Paid
Search Job ID: 15557803
For more information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Weekly SUDOKU

By Samantha Weave
• It wx* noted 20th-c«itury port T S
Eliot who madr the following tape
observation Souw editor* are failed
writer, bat to are moil writer ~
• The United Statet finf rat bond
was built in 1809 in Crown Creek.
Pa . by a man named Thomar Letper
It had wooden track!
• When the now-classic television
show "GtUtgan t Inland first aired m
1964 rnbet were not tmpteiaed The
review published in the San Fran
cisco Chronicle raid. “It t» difficult
to believe that thir thow war writ
tea directed and produced by irhdti
It markr a new low m the netwoikr
estimation of public intelligence
The show went an to an for three
seasons and spurted three TV movie

by Linda Thistle

J

By :rj
johnson
THE

WHIRLED

Thangbt far the Day: "Mv father
tangh* me to wort, but not to love it
| neves dsd hfce to work and I don't
deny it I'd rather read, tell stones
crack yokes, talk tangh — anything
but srork * - Abraham Lincoln

8

ZORNEF

7

4

3

LIL

5
1

9

6

8

DOLU A

3

AFILP
FAO
VOFDORE
ZERU A
¥ELPA
Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word
(ex. HAGNEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from
any marked ( V ) letter string as each unscrambles into more than one
word (ex V RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ). Fit each
string’s word either across or down to knot all twelve strings together.

4
4

c/)

5

9

PZI
DOU N

2

8

VEL7A
LIDDNR

• Believing that heard*, and long
hau were too easy for enemies to
grab Alexander the Great ordered
kii aokhers to shave then faces and
heads before going into battle
• Yon hear a lot about the isolation
ism of Switzerland - the country
that t always neutral tn any conflict
— but you might be surprised to learn
how serious they are about it The
country 's system of roadt u mused m
2.000 places and can be demolished
tn the space of 10 minutes
• Are yon doing your share? If
yon vr had a beer today yon vr
contributed to the approximately 90
trillion rats of the brew that are con
sumed by American* every day
• When the territory that latef
became the state of Alaska was pur
chased from Russia m 1167, the cost
came out to abort ? cents per sere
• h i not clear why but it seems

1

2

2

1

9
CONQUER

8

3

1

7
8

2

'

5

4
1

6
2

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★ *
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
O 2012 King Features Synd . Inc

QUOTE OF THE ISSUE
"All the fancy lights and visual effects in the world can't make up for a script that isn't worth shooting in the first place."
JOSHUA COURTADE
Director, "Neurotica"
VIEWTHE STORY ON B6
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Courtesy photo / Jessica Darling

Not-so-catastrophic: Grand Valley State University students LaurenThomas (left), vocalist, and Marc Kelly, guitarist, make up budding electronica bandThe Full Catastrophe.The band, which
derives its name from a John Mellencamp song, considers the computer an unofficial "third band member," weaving pre-recorded electronic accompaniments into their live music.

7 QUESTIONS WITH THE FULL CATASTROPHE
GV students Marc Kelley, Lauren Thomas discuss their fearless pursuit to make a name for themselves
sic do you take seriously?
Thomas: We really want to
make sure that if we release any
arc Kelley and Lauren thing — music or a video — that
Thomas alone are one part it’s something we think our listen
under-the-radar humor and ers will enjoy. It’s important to get
one part self-aware sex appeal,
re of your music out there for
a lot
spectively. Together, they are The people to discover but it’s more
Full Catastrophe, a band unafraid important to us to have a couple
to sing out against such issues as really good, creative songs and
Tom Hanks and cocoa puffs. Marc hopefully leave people wanting
plays guitar and sequences the more.
back-up music; Lauren is the vo
Kelley: The arrangements, pro
calist and not camera shy in their ductions and performances would
new music video. The duo recently mean little if we didn’t take them
released a music video for their seriously. If it turns out at a later
single “Tom Hanks,” which fea point that adding funny lyrics to a
tures an appearance from Grand song will lead to a more interest
Valley State University dance team ing product, then that is what hap
Momentum.
pens. Usually, putting a lot of time
Pretending to like them gets you and effort into making sure the
major indie cred, or so they say. production quality is top notch for
And they’re both from GVSU.
an otherwise stupid song, that can
Grand Valley Lanthorn: You be funnier than anything else.
obviously have a sense of humor
GVL: You called your comput
as a group. What part of your mu er a “third band member,” mean
BY CORY FINKBEINER
GVL STAFF WRITER

M

ing your pre-recorded electronic
accompaniment plays a significant
role in your music. What advan
tages do you hold being equal parts
man, woman and machine?
Kelley: As a band member, the
computer is very reliable. It never
forgets any songs, it keeps time
very well, and it always shows up
for performances. There’s a lot of
potential in the role technology can
play in music ... At the same time,
it helps to have an audience that
understands what music software
can do. Too often, a person will
just see me behind a computer and
think all we do is press “play.”
GVL: What’s the best music
you’ve heard at GVSU?
Thomas: ... The dance team
Momentum making an appearance
in our new music video for Tom
Hanks... If you haven’t been to a
dance performance, you are miss
ing out. I was blown away!
Kelley: My personal favorite

was probably the Jazz Ensemble,
but I may just be geared toward
anything with drums.
GVL: How do you define “mu
sician”?
Kelley: You could write a dis
sertation on this topic, especially
considering the influence of tech
nology in modern music. Many
formally trained singers will criti
cize pop musicians for not doing it
“correctly,” but it’s all relative to
what you’re going for. Ten years
ago, I was a kid on my computer
clicking buttons while Lauren was
at talent shows singing Celine
Dion, so who’s to say?
GVL: What advice do you have
for students looking to pursue a
career in music?
Thomas: The most important
piece of information I’ve learned
in my experience with milsic and
performing is that you have to stay
true to the music you enjoy. ... If
you start to give in to everyone’s

demands, you’ll find you won’t
enjoy it anymore.
GVL: Where did the name “The
Full Catastrophe” come from?
Kelley: Yeah, it’s a John Mel
lencamp song. Basically, we just
had a big list of song titles and
phrases from movies and we just
picked the one that sounded like
a band name. But for the sake of
being poetic, we’ll say that it sym
bolizes our melding of varied mu
sical styles and a convergence of
clashing ideas which cultivate into
a higher artistic ideal.
GVL: What’s the hardest thing
about playing a live set? Kelley: Carrying the equip
ment and drunk people who think
it’s karaoke asking us if they can
sing a Bob Seger song.
The Full Castastrophe is on
Facebook. For more information,
visit their fan page or their web
site, www.fullcatastrophe.net.
cfinkheiner@ lanthorn .com

GV, Muskegon Museum of Art collaborate
"Regionalism and Art of the WPA" features New Deal-centric artwork with ties to today's economy
BY STEPHANIE ALLEN
GVL STAFF WRITER

A large collection of artwork by
some of America’s most celebrated
artists on loan from the Muskegon
Museum of Art is now on display
at the Grand Valley State Univer
sity Art Gallery, located at 1121
Performing Arts Center.
The free exhibition, “Regional
ism and the Art of the WPA: Selec
tions from the Muskegon Museum
of Art,” opened Monday with help
from a collaborative effort between
GVSU and the MMA. The gallery
remains open until March 23, with
an opening ceremony tonight in
the GVSU Art Gallery from 5 to 7
p.m. featuring a student quintet.
Ellen Sprouls, GVSU art gal
lery education coordinator, said
the exhibition offers an interesting
look at an important part of Amer
ica’s art history.
“It brings an incredibly valu
able body of work to the campus,”
Sprouls said. “This is a very valu
able collection of paintings and it’s
an honor that the Muskegon Mu
seum of Art is lending us this. It’s
a chance for students to see some
first-rate artwork from the 1930s,
right here on our campus.”
Sprouls said that the large col
lection was carefully designed by
Exhibit and Collections Design
Manager, Paris Tennenhouse. She
expects students to really enjoy it
and said there has already been a
lot of interest in the exhibition.
The MMA is lending the pieces
to GVSU from their permanent
collection to make room for a
special exhibit they are receiving
from the Smithsonian American

Art Museum in Washington, D.C.
The series, “1934: A New Deal
for Artists,” is part of the MMA’s
100th anniversary celebration and
runs from Feb. 16 to May 6.
“Every one of the artists of the
New Deal programs were finally
considered to be viable “workers”
just like plumbers, teachers, nurs
es, or company executives, who
were deserving of compensation,”
said Jane Connell, MMA’s senior
curator and director of collections
and exhibitions.
GVSU is working with the
MMA during their hosting of the
series to further the collabora
tion. Some of the events planned
include a musical performance by
GVSU’s chamber music ensemble
on March 22, a reflection on work
featuring student writers on April
5 and a panel discussion on the
1930s New Deal on April 12.
Art Martin, MMA assistant
curator and collections manager,
said the museum’s relationship
with GVSU offers a lot of good
resources to students.
“We really want to be an edu
cational resource, especially for
art students,” Martin said. “We
really do, at the very least, greater
student awareness within the art
program.”
He urged students to take ad
vantage of the exhibit while it’s
on campus, and to also visit the
“1934: A New Deal for Artists” se
ries because they both offer a first
hand view of that era. The exhibit
is relevant to the current political
and economic situation, he said.
“In addition to just getting to
see some great artwork, it address
es all kinds of different avenues

GVL / Dylan Grahm

Classic art: Student Damon Graham observes a piece during the opening of "Regionalism and Art of the WPA." A
reception for the gallery, which was loaned to GVSU in a partnership with the Muskegon Museum of Art, is tonight at 5.

for discourse, politics to sociology,
to economic,” Martin said.
The relationship also helps both
GVSU and the MMA increase the
amount of their visitors while rais
ing awareness of the historical art
culture present in West Michigan.
“One of the biggest messages
of these exhibitions is that we all
absolutely need art, music, perfor
mance and all kinds of culture in
our everyday lives.” Connell said.
“These assets that feed our minds
and spirits are as important as put
ting food on the table, even more
so in hard times.”
Connell said this is not the first
time the two have worked together
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'We really want to be an educational
resource, especially for art students. We
really do, at the very least, greater student
awarness within the art program."
ART MARTIN

MMA ASSISTANT CURATOR

and was encouraged by former
MMA director, Henry Matthews,
who is now director of galler
ies and collections at GVSU. The

i

collaboration works very well be
cause “we are small staffs working
from our hearts," Connell said.
sallen ® lanthorn jcom

